Introductory
in politics on the part of the masses; if they were freed
from the pressure of this interest, their minds would be
set free for higher things like the service of religion. It
is argued that the complexity of modern phenomena
makes control by experts ever more essential, as though
the problems of valuation involved in the co-ordination
of governmental problems were matters in which the
public judgment was no longer valid:. Or we are told
of the enormous importance of liberty, which is, some-
how, held to be incompatible with increasing government
control; and we are informed that we shall all be deprived
of our freedom unless a halt is called to this development.
That in this view is the implication that government
must interfere no further with the rights of private
property is rarely openly affirmed; but, on analysis, it
always appeals that the safeguarding of private owner-
ship is what the advocates of this attitude have in view.
Some critics, like the Lord Chief Justice of England,
emphasize the dangers of bureaucracy; by which, on
analysis again, they are found in fact to mean that social
reform must work in the leading-strings of those indi-
vidualist principles evolved by the Common Law,
The temper, in short, that is emerging is one that is
sceptical of democratic methods because it dislikes demo-
cratic ends. It was prepared for democratic government
so long as certain fundamental interests were not touched
by its evolving demands. As soon as these were brought
into question, it was prepared at once to revise its views
of the validity of the democratic hypothesis. That is
evident in many ways. It is seen in the very different
treatment meted out by British policy to the Soviet
Union, on the one hand, and to Hitler and Mussolini
on the other. It is seen in the implications of Sir Samuel
Hoare's notorious phrase that the struggle between the
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